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Abstract

This thesis details the development of the 3D M-Blocks modular robot system. Modular
self-reconfigurable robots (MSRR) are robotic systems which contain many modules that
can form and break connections with other modules, and move on a lattice of other modules
in order to form different configurations. The 3D M-Blocks is a new system which attempts
to investigate the feasibility of using inertial actuation from reaction wheels in order to pivot
modules on a 3D lattice. Many existing systems described in related literature are able to
exhibit reconfiguration, but usually these systems are only able to do so under limited
circumstances, e.g. they only work in 2 dimensions or in the absence of gravity. The 3D
M-blocks is one of the only systems which is able to move modules according to a general
lattice movement model in full three dimensional space under the effects of gravity.

The 3D M-Blocks rotate relative to one another through the use of temporary magnetic
hinges, and form bonds with each other through the use of permanent magnets. Rules
describing the movement framework under which the modules move, called the Pivoting
Cube Model (PCM), are discussed in depth. Each 50 mm 3D M-Block module contains
all of the components necessary to operate autonomously and communicate over WiFi.
Each module contains a cubic frame which supports the rotation and magnetic bonding
with neighbors, and which holds the core robot assembly, including an inertial actuator and
electronics. The inertial actuator is a reaction wheel with a fast acting band brake which is
used to generate pulses of torque sufficient to induce lattice pivoting motions.

Experiments characterizing the performance of the inertial actuator and the magnetic
hinges are described. Additionally, experiments validating individual lattice movements
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach to general 3D reconfiguration. Experiments
describing modules modules individually and as groups are also presented.

Thesis Supervisor: Daniela Rus
Title: Andrew (1956) and Erna Viterbi Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science and Director of CSAIL

Thesis Supervisor: Amos G. Winter, V
Title: Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The concepts in the field of Modular Self-Reconfigurable Robotics (MSRR) have captured

the imagination of many people. The vision of many hundreds or thousands of robots

working in harmony to construct larger robots and structures has been the goal of many

researchers for decades, and has appeared in many works of popular science fiction. While

dreams of chairs transforming into couches on demand, or bridges reconstructing them-

selves after natural disasters may seem far-fetched, the foundations for eventually realizing

these goals are being created through academic research in this field.

The concepts of modularity and reconfiguration are important in both biological and

engineered systems. Life itself is based on multiple layers of modular building blocks, e.g.

DNA, amino acids, and genes. These smaller components are rearranged (through some-

what magical-seeming ways) to create a significant diversity of forms and capabilities.

Software engineering is likewise built on a foundation of modularity; segments of code can

be abstracted away and reused as smaller building blocks in order to create useful software.

In theory, the benefits of systems with high levels of modularity include an ease of devel-

oping new designs, the ability to repair damaged components, and an ability for modular

systems to upgrade and adapt to new circumstances. However there are also significant

costs to modularity. As a general rule, the more deeply modularity is ingrained into a sys-

tem, the lower its performance on certain metrics, e.g. cost, power to weight, speed, etc...

will be compared to an optimized design. The primary cause of these performance trade-

offs are the redundancy that is introduced by the necessity of having interfaces between the
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modular components. These costs are higher in physical systems than in software systems,

which might help explain the relative lack of systems based on a substantially modular ar-

chitecture in the mechanical domain and especially in robotics. The necessary ingredient

to overcome these costs and make practical modular robotic systems could be the ability to

reconfigure the elements on demand that the MSRR field intends to develop.

Modular Self-Reconfigurable Robotics as a research field has been active since the

1980's, and has seen significant growth since then. There have been many different physical

systems presented, at varying levels of development, e.g. M-Tran [42], Robotic Molecule [33],

and more described in Section 2.1. There also has been substantial work in the theoretical

realm including the creation of different sets of rules for modules to move relative to each

other, i.e. movement frameworks, and accompanying algorithms for reconfiguration mod-

ules according to the rules prescribed by the movement frameworks. The most common

movement framework is called the Sliding Cube Model [18], which models the modules as

cubes which can can perform sliding motions in any direction relative to other units. How-

ever, very few of the mechanical systems which have been presented are actually able to

implement these movement frameworks. Usually the actual systems only following a sim-

plified or scaled down version of the framework, leaving implementation of the full model

to future work. This mismatch between hardware and software calls out for investigating

new methods of movement that are more capable, simpler, and more reliable than those

previously implemented in order to further advance the state of the art.

This masters thesis covers the development of the 3D M-Blocks system, which is an

attempt to further the MSRR field by investigating the feasibility a novel reconfiguration

framework and actuation method for MSRR systems. The thesis details three primary

contributions; (1) Development of a new movement model called the 3D Pivoting Cube

Model (PCM) and associated hardware which allows these movements. The PCM defines

a set of constrains where modules rotate about hinges on each edge of a cubic module,

and is described in Chapter 3. (2) Design of a reaction wheel based actuator which is

able to move the robots on a 3D lattice. And (3), Creation and testing of a system of

16 3D M-Blocks robots. In the course of working on the 3D M-Blocks system many of

the significant challenges involved in creating MSRR systems have come to light. Finally
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these challenges and many important engineering lessons learned through trial and error

are discussed in Chapter 6.

1.1 3D M-Blocks Project Vision and Overview

(a) (b)

Figure 1-1: (a) Complete set of 16 3D M-Blocks modular robots connected in a 4x4x1
configuration. The colored LEDs in each corner are used to display the internal state of the
robots. (b) A 3D M-Block (blurred, image left) moves into new lattice position by pivoting
about a permanent magnetic hinge on the edge of another module (blue corners).

The goal of this research is to demonstrate that modular self-reconfigurable robots pro-

pelled by inertial actuation on a cubic lattice moving according to the 3D Pivoting Cube

Model is a promising foundation for future large scale modular robotic systems. This

project is a continuation of the quest to create autonomous shape-changing robots which

are able to change their configuration in order to accomplish different tasks. The long term

goal is to create a system with thousands of modules which are able to work together to

assemble into useful structures. In order to achieve this vision the focus is on creating a

system that is simple, inexpensive, and robust. Simplicity is important in the design of

the connector and movement specifications in order to allow the system to take advantage

of existing algorithmic developments while being able to be manufactured at a reasonable

expense.

Although there are many existing modular robot systems, few of them are able to im-

plement general algorithms based on the standard movement models presented in the lit-

erature. One of the reasons why existing systems struggle to implement these algorithms
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is due to the problems introduced by symmetry and the sheer number of possible orien-

tations and movements required for general 3D reconfiguration. Assuming a cubic lattice

based module with a connector on each of its six faces which attempts to perform both hor-

izontal traversal moves in addition to corner traversal moves (8 moves in total) in North,

South, East and West directions, there are up to 48 possible physically distinct movement

sequences. While most designs will be able to take advantage of some degree of symmetry

in using actuators to generate these movements, most of the mechanical designs presented

to date require the use of many (6+) actuators, and often still don't allow full 3D lattice

reconfiguration. This proliferation of actuators, in addition to the need to carry computa-

tion, batteries, etc, quickly leads to designs that are too heavy, complicated, and fragile to

be practical.

The 3D M-Blocks project started out as an attempt to imagine a system using an ab-

solute minimum number of actuators while still allowing motion in three dimensions. The

critical research contribution from this project is the realization that instead of applying

forces or torques at the connection interfaces between modules, an inertial torque can be

applied to the center of mass thereby taking advantage of symmetry to reduce the required

mechanical complexity. There are also many initially unforeseen advantages to using in-

ertial actuation. Since the torques are generated internally, the structure of the robot can

be closed and hermetically sealed from the environment. The design does not include any

actuated external moving components or surfaces requiring support from bearings, both of

which are prone to failure. Using inertial forces also makes it simpler for a single module

to move on a lattice without assistance or coordination from other modules, which allows

for simpler electronics and communication systems to be implemented. Specifically this

thesis discusses the following contributions to the research field:

1. Development of the 3D Pivoting Cube Model theory and associated hardware.

2. Design of a pulsed reaction wheel inertial actuator to actuate module movements.

3. Fabrication of a system of 16 modules capable of 3D lattice reconfiguration.

Each 3D M-Block is a 50 mm cubic module with six identical connectors on each of its

faces, and no actively driven external parts. While the original M-Block modules presented
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in 2013 [49] proved that the inertial actuation and magnetic hinge concept was viable,

these modules were capable of movement in just one direction along only one plane. In

contrast, the 3D M-Blocks are capable of applying torques in both forward and backward

directions along any of the module's three mutually orthogonal planes by introducing a

mechanism to reorient the inertial actuator relative to the frame. This allows the modules

to move in three distinct fashions: (1) relative to other fixed modules in order to self-

reconfigure a larger lattice structure, (2) independently in various environments; and (3)

simultaneously as part of an assembly of modules (e.g. all units in spherical meta-modules

can roll simultaneously).

The 3D M-Blocks system has many favorable characteristics relative to the state of the

art in the MSRR field. One of the most significant advantages is the simplicity of lattice

movements. The 3D M-Blocks are one of the only systems in which a single module can

move completely independently on a lattice structure, i.e. without direct coordination with

surrounding modules. This low communication overhead not only simplifies the algorith-

mic complexity of movements, but also allows the system to easily reconfigure on a lattice

of passive (or disabled) modules. Reconfiguring between even relatively simple structures

can require hundreds or thousands of individual movements, therefore the time that each

movement takes is important for creating a practically useful system. 3D M-Blocks takes

between 1 and 5 seconds to perform lattice movements (depending on difficulty of the

movement), which is faster than most of the other MSRR system proposed in related work.

The 3D M-Blocks are also one of the only systems which can reconfigure according to

a simple movement framework in an unconstrained 3D lattice (although with the current

hardware certain particular moves are impractical). The combination of these character-

istics will hopefully help create future systems which can achieve the dream of practical

reconfigurable robots and structures. Specific examples of systems which this research

would be most applicable to include building temporary infrastructure, e.g. a temporary

staircase in a disaster environment, and reconfigurable structures in space, e.g. reconfig-

urable space telescopes.
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1.2 Thesis organization and Publications

This thesis is based on the following academic papers which include contributions from

several people. The following enumerates the research papers that are part of this work

(With bold indicating primary authorship).

1. (2013) M-Blocks, Momentum-driven Magnetic Modular Robots [49]

2. (2015) Reconfiguration Planning for Pivoting Cube Modular Robots [61]

3. (2015) 3D M-Blocks, Self-reconfiguring Robots Capable of Locomotion via Piv-

oting in Three Dimensions [48]

4. (2017) Distributed Aggregation for Modular Robots in the Pivoting Cube Model [14]

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of related work in

two separate fields, beginning with an overview of MSRR systems, discussing each of the

major movement framework in detail and ending with a section regarding inertial actuation

in robotic systems. Chapter 3 begins by presenting the 3D Pivoting Cube Model (PCM)

movement framework, and provides a cursory look at the dynamics involved with apply-

ing this framework to physical hardware. This chapter is based on work from [49] and

from [61]. Chapter 4 describes the mechanical and electrical design of the 3D M-Blocks

system, and is heavily based on the 2015 paper presented in 2015 [48]. Next, Section 5

presents data characterizing the hardware and the results of experiments with the system,

drawing upon more recent work, as well as from [48] and from [14]. Finally, Section 6

concludes with a short discussion about the 3D M-Blocks system, reflections on lessons

learned and ideas for future work. An Alternate view of the structure of the thesis can

be referenced according to Figure 1-2 which organizes the topics according to the three

primary research contribution areas presented in this thesis.
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Figure 1-2: This figure presents an alternate view of the structure of this thesis, grouped by
main area (or research 'pillar') of contribution. The first research pillar describes the set

of rules which guide the reconfiguration of the 3D M-Blocks called the 3D Pivoting Cube

Model. The second pillar regards inertial actuation, which is the method used to actuate

3D M-Block modules. This covers related work, and the design and characterization of a

compact reaction wheel-based inertial actuator. The third pillar regards the fabrication and

design of the system of multiple 3D M-Block modules.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This thesis relates to work in two primary fields of robotics, including that of Modular Self-

Reconfigurable Robotics (MSRR) in addition to inertially actuated robotics. Section 2.1

will provide an overview of the the field of MSRR, and then provide a more detailed look

at some the various different movement frameworks and related hardware. Section 2.2 will

provide a short introduction into the concept of inertial actuation, followed by a discussion

of different robotic systems utilizing it for providing locomotion.

2.1 Modular Self-Reconfigurable Robotics (MSRR)

The goal of the Modular Self-Reconfigurable Robotics research community is to create

robotic systems which are able to take advantage of modularity to allow novel capabilities.

Some of the more commonly referenced potential advantages which might be possible with

such systems include the ability to adapt to new tasks on demand, the ability to repair or

replace damaged components and the ability to upgrade and change functionality program-

maticly. Approximately a hundred systems have been proposed and prototyped since the

early 1980's, with the motivating themes ranging from reconfigurable furniture [59] to sys-

tems dealing with reconfigurable space structures, e.g. [75], [56] and more recently [26]

and [44], to the concept of programmable matter, i.e. the ability to basically create anything

whatsoever [39]. The topics of discussion covered in this section include a brief summary

of the history of the MSRR field, a look at some of the important topics of research in the
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field including algorithmic developments and connector designs. Next, subsection 2.1.1

through subsection 2.1.3 take a deep look at the different algorithmic frameworks which

have been developed to guide reconfiguration algorithms and hardware design. The fol-

lowing are a few terms which appear in the academic literature, which roughly mean the

following:

o Module: The smallest discrete unit which fits into the modular architecture. These

can be active (with electronics and actuators) or passive (provide structure and con-

nections only).

o Meta-Module: Grouping of more than one module together to form a larger unit

with enhanced capabilities. Often used to attempt to adapt modules to movement

frameworks which are unachievable using single modules.

o Connector: The interface point where modules form and break connections with

other modules. The design of simple and effective connectors is considered to be an

unsolved challenge in the field of MSRR.

o Movement Framework: A model used to describe how MSRR modules move relative

to each other. The most prevalent is the Sliding Cube Mode (SCM), but there are also

the Expanding or Prismatic based model, in addition to the Pivoting Cube Model.

o Configuration: Particular grouping of modules which are connected through their

modular connections. A configuration can usually be represented as a graph or tree

structure.

e Chain vs Lattice vs Hybrid Systems: Chain systems are MSRR which have rotational

joints, and are best represented as kinematic chains. Lattice Systems in contrast can

be fully defined by a regular lattice. Hybrid systems implement characteristics of

both chain and lattice morphologies.

The overarching research goal has been remarkably consistent since the early work

in the 1980's. This goal is well summarized by Fukuda in 1988 [20] as, "Such a system

called the dynamically reconfigurable robotic system (DRRS), which can reorganize its
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shape and structure dynamically by employing limited available resources for a given task

and strategic purpose." Since this early work, there have been many different systems

built, and many more only imagined and simulated. Yim and many of the other prominent

researchers in the field wrote this seminal survey article in 2007 [74], and there have been

several surveys written since 2007 as well, including [16] and most recently [11] in 2017.

A significant quantity of the research was funded by a DARPA grant [79], which sought to

develop "MesoParticles [which] communicate and interlock with their neighbors to create

dynamic bulk structures with mechanical integrity" and to "imagine an amorphous material

that can be programmed to instantly become a hammer; a wrench, or a screwdriver on

demand. And then return to its initial form - so it can be reused." This project funded

many of the projects starting from 2008 and ending in 2010. Since then finding significant

sources of funding for the MSRR community have been challenging.

(a) M-TRAN module [42] (b) Roombots system [59] (c) SMORES system [15]

Figure 2-1: Examples of chain and hybrid MSRR systems, including the (a) M-TRAN
system [42] developed beginning in 2002. (b) The Roombots system [59], which began
development in 2010 (c) and the SMORES system [15] which began development in 2012.

Almost every proposed modular robotic system uses an entirely different type of con-

nector, and developing a 'universal' connector remains a goal of the research community.

Aside from the fundamental requirement of providing robust mechanical links, connectors

have been used in the literature to enable inter-module communication [37, 67], to deliver

power to modules and determine the presence and relative orientation of adjacent units.

Many of the existing modular systems depend on complex, mechanically active connec-

tors which require careful alignment [80, 58, 74, 73]. The M-Blocks use passive magnetic
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connectors which automatically self-align. While these magnetic connectors may not be

as strong as protruding mechanical latches found in other systems, they simplify recon-

figuration movements. Continuing advancements in advanced connector design, such as

solder-based connectors [43] may provide additional options for the 3D M-Blocks in the

future to supplement the existing magnetic connections.

Most existing modular systems are also limited by the inability of the modules to move

independently. Including the 3D M-Blocks, several systems do offer independent module

movement, for example M3 Express [73] uses wheeled modules that can drive individually

towards each other. Other systems, for example the SMORES [15], can either drive or

inch along the ground to move, but are likely limited to movement on smooth surfaces due

to very limited clearance between the wheels and the ground. However neither of these

systems are designed to reconfigure according to any of the generalized reconfiguration

movement models. Many of of the chain and hybrid systems are able to locomote with

groups of modules, although often this requires a substantial number of modules to be ef-

fective. The Roombots [7] have demonstrated many interesting methods of locomotion,

including moving with wheels, arms and legs, and the Atron [13] system has developed

algorithms to control the gaits of legged systems which adapt to changes in the configu-

ration while moving. While they cannot form legged structures the 3D M-Blocks are the

only self-reconfigurable robots capable of implementing a simple movement model in three

dimensions while also allowing independent module locomotion.

Modular self-reconfigurable robots are often characterized by their system topology:

lattice, chain, or hybrid [74]. Most of the systems currently under development including

U-Bots [80], Roombots [58], and SMORES [15] utilize a hybrid architecture. The funda-

mental distinction between hybrid or chain modules and strict lattice systems is that hybrid

or chain modules have either fewer connector faces than lattice faces, or these connector

faces can be located in off-lattice positions. Chain and hybrid systems are typically de-

signed to self-reconfigure using complicated implementations which approximate one of

the general movement frameworks, such as the Sliding Cube Model [17] or the Pivoting

Cube Model [49]. Since the 3D M-Blocks system is strictly a lattice based system, the rest

of this section will examine in detail the different lattice based movement frameworks and
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the hardware systems which attempt to implement these frameworks.

2.1.1 Sliding Cube Model Systems

The Sliding Cube Model (SCM), as described in [9], and expanded upon in [17] is a con-

ceptually simple framework, and has become the most prevalent model for algorithmic

developments in the MSRR field. In the SCM any module or group of modules can slide

relative to adjacent modules. There are many theoretical benefits of this system, mostly

stemming from its simplicity. For example, a module can move into almost any empty

space that has a direct line of sight to the outside world, therefore avoiding deadlocked con-

figurations present in some of the other frameworks, as in the Pivoting Cube Model [61].

Additionally modules are assumed to be able to slide past each other, even when surrounded

on multiple sides. In most versions of the SCM described in theoretical work, e.g. [19],

modules are able to make convex corner transitions; this is referred to as the strong SCM.

Alternatively the implementations of the SCM framework which do not allow convex cor-

ner transitions are termed the weak SCM. Recent work [29], has investigated algorithms for

3D reconfiguration according to the weak SCM. There have been several systems attempt-

ing to implement various versions of the SCM in physical hardware, as seen in Table 2.1

and Figure 2-2, however none of them are able to implement the 3D version of either the

strong or weak SCM with the effects of gravity.

Table 2.1: Table listing several of the MSRR systems which attempt to implement the
Sliding Cube Model. Many different approaches to providing movement are represented
in this sample of systems, including electromagnetic interactions, adhesives, and rack and
pinion mechanical connections. In this context, system capabilities labeled as weak means
that there are no concave corner traversal moves allowed, while strong systems do allow
these moves.

System Name Year Capabilities Notes
Square Modules 2001 2D Strong [12]
EM Cubes 2007 2D Weak [2]
Sticky Bricks 2007 2D Weak [54]
CHOBIE II 2008 2D Strong [62, 32, 63]
Helical Magnetic Cubes 2017 3D Weak [64]
Conveyor 2013 2D Weak [46]
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(a) CHOBIE II [62] (b) Helical Magnetic [64] (c) EM-Cubes [2]

(d) Square modules [12] (e) Conveyor Robots [46] (f) Sticky Bricks [54]

Figure 2-2: Select MSRR Systems designed to implement the Sliding Cube Model. In-
cluding (a) CHOBIE II [62] which uses a rack and pinion (b) Helical Magnetic Robots [64]
utilizing magnetic screws (c) EM-Cubes [2] which use electromagnets (d) Square modules
in [12] (e) Conveyor Robots [46] which also use electromagnets, and (f) Sticky Bricks [54]
which use adhesive belts.

One of the most challenging issues encountered with creating hardware which imple-

ments the Sliding Cube Model is the problem of corner traversal movements. If the assump-

tion that the modules fill the entirety of the space of a cube, and don't extend past this unit

cubic volume, then when making a convex corner traversal the module would be supported

by an infinitely small line at some point during the movement. Any actuation method that

primarily uses the faces to generate attractive and shear forces, e.g. all of the systems la-

beled weak in Table 2.1, will not be able to perform these movements. If the requirement

that each module doesn't extend beyond its cubic volume is relaxed, then solutions can be

designed that allow for the concave corner transition. However the only systems which at-

tempt to implement the strong SCM use extending rack and pinion mechanisms which are

mechanically complex. Both of these systems, including CHOBIE II [62], and the Square

Modules in [12] are limited to 2-dimensional movements. While it might be possible to

create a 3D version of modules with extending racks and pinions, significant challenges
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involving the alignment and gender of the connectors would need to be addressed.

Attempts to implement the weak SCM have been more numerous, and illustrate the di-

versity of actuation designs in the MSRR field. For example the Sticky Bricks [54] move

using a rolling adhesive patch, almost like an adhesive treadmill attached to each face.

However this systems has not yet been extended to three dimensions, and would likely face

design challenges if this is attempted. Several systems use electromagnets in order to shift

modules relative to each other, including the EM Cubes in 2008 [2], and the Conveyor

in 2013 [46]. However, these systems like many of the others are limited to two dimen-

sions. While many of these actuation strategies, including the electromagnetic method,

could potentially be extended to three dimensions, there have not been many attempts to

do so. Additional systems use magnetic forces, including the 2017 [64] work using heli-

cally magnetized cylinders to slide modules along as if they were attached together with

screws. While this method is promising, the current hardware cannot lift a module past the

force of gravity, therefore greatly limiting its practical capabilities. Additionally, there are

systems which are able to self-reconfigure in three dimensions [35, 34], but these systems

all diverge from the simplicity offered by the sliding and pivoting cube models. There are

no preexisting three dimensional hardware systems which are able to reconfigure in a man-

ner that directly mimics the strong SCM. There is still continuing hardware and theoretical

work in this area; recent research [27] has produced a provably correct self-reconfiguration

algorithm for two dimensional systems based on the SCM.

2.1.2 Expanding Cube Model Systems

The expanding, (a.k.a. Prismatic, or Crystalline) cube model (ECM) is an alternative move-

ment framework which also allows for general 3D reconfiguration [50], although this model

is not as theoretically capable as the SCM. Instead of sliding past each other as in the SCM,

each connector face on the lattice is able to linearly expand by at least half of a lattice

length. This allows modules to move in an almost inchworm-like method to new lattice

positions. One of the main theoretical disadvantages of this framework is that there is no

way to perform concave corner traversals without the help of adjacent modules.
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(a) Telecubes [28] (b) Crystalline Modules [51]

Figure 2-3: Selection of modular robots which move according to the Expanding Cube
Model, (a) The Telecube Modules from Goldstein et al. [28] and (b) The Crystalline Mod-
ules [5 1].

The expanding cube model is described in more detail in the works of Butler and

Rus [10] in 2003 and in 2011 by Aloupis [1]. Although there are not that many hard-

ware systems employing the ECM, there has been continued algorithmic development,

including [57]. There is also the possibility of using meta-modules to emulate the ECM,

which provides interesting avenues for future research, as algorithmic based on the ECM

framework could then be extended to hybrid or chain systems.

Table 2.2: Comparison of MSRR Systems based on the Expanding, or Prismatic cube
model. The Prismatic Cubes from 2009 appear to be able to implement the full 3D ECM
model, but there seems to only have been a limited number of modules constructed.

System Name Year Capabilities Notes
Crystalline Atoms 2001 2D [51, 8]
Telecubes 2002 3D [60, 28]
Prismatic Cubes 2009 3D [69]

From a mechanical standpoint, there are many challenges to creating modules which

follow the expanding cube model. One challenge is the necessity of including six linear

actuators and linear bearing surfaces, in addition to six connectors. Implementing linear

motion is difficult, and in general is more challenging to fabricate and control than rotat-

ing mechanisms. Also, during each move the system has to support the whole weight of

the structure on a cantilevered arm. If multiple modules are to move together there is a

serious risk of over-constraining the linear motion, which could prevent motion altogether,
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essentially causing the system to jam. Additionally none of the ECM based systems have a

mechanism for individual modules to move in a non-lattice environment.

2.1.3 Other Lattice Systems

While this review excludes chain-based systems, there are a few classes of modules which

also have a full set of lattice connections, but provide reconfiguration in different ways, as

shown in Table 2.3. There are several examples of systems which achieve shape formation

through disassembly, including Miche [23] and the Robot Pebbles [24, 25]. These sys-

tems contain only active modular connectors and rely on external forces in order to create

structures, almost like a sculpture which can sculpt itself.

Additionally there are several systems which use a stochastic fluid in addition to active

connectors in essence to selectively grow desired structures. These systems include work

by White [72] and Tolley [66] at the Creative Machines Laboratory. The advantage of using

stochastic fluids is that there is no need for the complex actuators used by most of the other

systems. It is interesting to note that most of the biological based systems which are able

to reconfigure modular building blocks e.g. DNA and protein production, use stochastic

fluid based mechanisms, which hints that this approach might be a promising area for

future research. Additional systems have been designed to create 2D structures of cubic

lattice elements on the surface of liquids, including interlocking robotic boat tiles [52], in

addition to proposed flying systems including the Distributed Flight Array [45], which uses

hexagonal modules to assemble 2D flying structures.

Table 2.3: Listing of other lattice based MSRR modules.

System Name Year Capabilities Notes
Stochastic 3D Assembly 2004 3D fluid [66]
Miche 2006 2D Disassembly [23]
Distributed Flight Array 2010 2D Fluid [45]
Robot Pebbles 2012 2D Disassembly [24]
Modular Boats 2017 2D Fluid [52]
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Figure 2-4: Additional lattice based MSRR systems, including self-disassembly and
stochastic systems (a) Miche System [23] (b) Robot Pebbles [24] and (c) 3D Stochastic
Cubes [66].

2.1.4 Pivoting Based Systems

While the Sliding Cube Model has been the most prevalent abstraction for lattice based

reconfiguration, there has also been significant development of systems which utilize piv-

oting motions. In general, pivoting motions are mechanically simpler to implement and

control than sliding motions, and there are many systems which implement at least some

degree of pivoting in pursuit of reconfiguration. Figure 2-5 and Table 2.4 give an overview

of some of the previous work involving systems implementing pivoting motions.

Table 2.4: Comparison of MSRR systems utilizing pivoting motions

System Name Year Capabilities Notes
Fracta 1997 2D [77]
X-Bot 2007 2D [70]
CMU Planar Catoms 2007 2D [30]
Octobot 2008 2D [55]
M-Blocks 2008 3D [49]
Flux-Pinned Spacecraft 2008 2D [56]
3D Pivoting Tetrahedrons 2011 3D [72]
Reconfigurable Space Structure 2017 3D [44] - Design Only

One of the challenging practical implementation elements of pivoting systems has been

forming hinges between modules. These hinges need to be able to fulfill a significant list

of requirements, including:
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(a) X-Bot [71] (b) Flux-pinning [56]

(c) Reconfigurable Space [44] (d) Planar Catoms [30]

Figure 2-5: Select MSRR Systems which implement rotating, or pivoting reconfiguration
motions. These include (a) X-Bots from White et al [71] (b) Reconfigurable spacecraft
using flux-pinning, EM Reconfigurable Space Structure [44], and (d) Planar Catoms [30]
from CMU.

1. Hinges must be able to be engaged and disengaged under the correct circumstances.

2. Hinges must be present on all 12 edges of a cubic module, and be able to connect in

any 3D orientation (i.e. they must be non-gendered).

3. Be strong enough to remain connected while experiencing the forces and torques

required for reconfiguring.

Often the first idea to create hinges is to use some form of magnetic attraction. Systems

using hinges based on magnetic interactions range from superconducting magnets [56]

to electromagnets [44], [30], [55] to different configurations of actuated permanent mag-

nets [70] to combinations of permanent and electromagnets, as in the Fracta [77]. There are

also systems which use physical connecting hinges, such as [76], which even proposed a

full 3D system with octahedral modules. The hinges introduced in the 3D M-Blocks [49],
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extend upon this previous work since they allow for a full 3D system using passive me-

chanical re-alignment to allow un-gendered hinges.

Once the hinges are implemented, an actuator needs to provide motion around the

hinge. One system [56] proposed the use of reaction wheels to rotate the modules about

superconducting hinges as shown in Figure 2-5 (b), but this sytem was never developed into

a full 3D system. The X-Bot system [70] and [3] used external forces to generate torques

due to inertia from a moving table to rotate modules about hinges which were actuated with

shape memory alloys. Many of the systems which use electromagnets including the CMU

Catoms [30], and the Octobot [55], also use the repulsive forces from the electromagnets to

induce rotation. However electro-magnets are heavy, have limited forces, and are require

significant circuitry and continuous power to operate. One promising potential avenue to

provide both locomotion and hinges is through the use of electro-permanent magnets, as

described in [40], and used as face to face connectors in SMORES [67]. However EPM's

also face many of the same challenges as electromagnets. Additionally, EPM's face an even

more dramatic force drop-off relative to distance as compared with electromagnets, and the

difficulty of high cost and difficult sourcing for the necessary components.

2.2 Inertial Actuation

Most robots generate movement by directly interacting with the environment by applying

forces to it, e.g. wheels or legs pushing off from the ground or other entities. However it is

also possible to generate relative movement by manipulating internal masses and angular

momentum. By taking advantage of the laws of conservation of angular momentum, large

torques can be generated using several different designs including reaction wheels and con-

trol moment gyroscopes. Spacecraft have pioneered the use of angular momentum based

actuators since they have nothing to "push" against in the vacuum of space. The use of

inertial actuators has spread to terrestrial robots in recent years, likely due to the simplicity,

robustness and fine-tuned control offered by these systems. This section will first provide

a quick overview of reaction wheels and control moment gyroscopes, before concluding

with a brief review of some of the robotic systems which utilize inertial actuation.
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2.2.1 Inertial Actuation Overview

While the concept of linear momentum is relatively easy to understand, the concept of

the conservation angular momentum can be more difficult to fully understand. In three

dimensions the deceptively simple equation 2.1 describes the vector relationship between

the sum of external torques and the time rate of change of the angular momentum vector.

d -
dText = Ho (2.1)

The key to understanding equation 2.1 is to focus on the fact that all of the quantities

are vectors. This is why gyroscopes, or holding a bicycle wheel while sitting in a chair,

can produce counterintuitive results. A flywheel is simply a element which stores angular

momentum by spinning, with the angular momentum vector parallel to the axis of rotation,

as seen in Figure 2-6. There are two main methods of generating torques from flywheels

as demonstrated in Figure 2-6, reaction wheel actuators generate torques by changing the

angular velocity of the flywheel. This generates a torque about the axis of the flywheel,

either positive or negative based on the change in magnitude of the angular momentum

vector. Alternatively torques can be generated by changing the direction of an angular

momentum vector; these actuators are commonly called control moment gyroscopes.

(a) Reaction wheel (b) Control moment Gyroscope

Figure 2-6: Illustration of two common methods of creating inertial forces including (a)
reaction wheel, and (b) control Moment gyroscope. The orange arrows indicate the torque
generated due to the change in the angular momentum vector, with the solid green arrow
representing the final angular momentum vector, and the transparent green arrow repre-
senting the initial vector.
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Reaction wheels are the simplest type of inertial actuator. A reaction wheel, as shown in

Figure 2-6 (a) spins a flywheel, usually with an electric motor integrated into the inside of

the flywheel, in order to store and transfer angular momentum. Assuming the direction of

the plane of rotation doesn't change, a reaction wheel generates torque only when its angu-

lar velocity is changing. This leads to one of the reaction wheels' most serious limitations,

which is a saturation of torque in a particular direction due to reaching a maximum speed

of a particular flywheel and motor combination. The physical limits that set this maximum

speed are complicated; depending on the material, bearings, motor and other factors and

are explored in some depth in [6]. The main takeaway is that reaction wheels are simple to

implement mechanically, are very robust, but cannot generate torque in the same direction

continuously.

Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMG) in contrast generate torque from changing the

direction of an angular momentum vector, usually but not always while holding the magni-

tude (i.e. the angular velocity) constant. These actuators are used extensively in the space

industry, but they are relatively difficult to fabricate and control, and are described in more

detail in works such as [65], and [68]. The primary advantage of a CMG is that it does not

have the saturation problem inherent with reaction wheels, and when used in combination

with multiple CMG's can generate torques in arbitrary directions for arbitrary lengths of

time. The design of CMG's are complicated by the need for stages, i.e. gimbals, which

hold the flywheel and motor, which need to rotate relative to one another. The mechanical

design of these gimbals becomes complicated due to the requirements for high stiffness

over a large area in a constrained space. This difficulty is magnified considerably when the

CMG contains more than one gimbal. Additionally systems which have multiple gimbals

can experience a phenomenon called gimbal lock where the separate gimbals kinematically

'collapse' and reduce the controllable degree of freedom.

2.2.2 Inertial Actuation in Robotics

There are several interesting robotic systems which utilize inertial forces to provide move-

ment. While the bulk of the work involving inertial actuators are in spacecraft, there have
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been several systems, mostly research platforms, which use reaction wheels for motion,

and a few which use CMGs. While there are few systems which have practical uses beyond

research, there also has been increasing interest in using reaction wheel powered robotic

rovers to explore low-gravity locations such as asteroids.

(a) Cubli [22] (b) Hedgehog [47] (c) Spherical Robot [53]

Figure 2-7: Select robotic systems using inertial actuation, including systems which use
primarily reaction-wheel actuators, (a) Cubli [22] (b) Hedgehog Rover [47], and one which
uses CMG's for locomotion: (c) Spherical Robot [53].

The Cubli, [22, 21], developed at ETH Zurich and Cubli-inspired designs like the Non-

linear Mechatronic Cube from Chalmers University [5] are a groundbreaking series of

robots which use reaction wheels combined with a quick acting brake in order to provide

locomotion to a cubic module. The Cubli was preceded by many related works which use

a reaction wheel to attempt to balance one or two degrees of freedom inverted pendulums,

e.g. [41], often used as educational exercises in implementing control theory. The Cubli

is a 150 mm side length cube, which has three orthogonal reaction wheel actuators which

can generate short spikes of torque in order to roll the device onto its corner. The brake

mechanism, as described in [22] uses a servo to bring a piece of material in contact with an

extrusion extending from the flywheel, somewhat similar to jamming a stick in the spokes

of a bicycle. The Cubli is able to generate enough torque to stand up on its corner, and to

roll about an edge, but it is not shown counteracting any additional torques besides its own

inertia and gravity. In contrast the 3D M-Blocks modules have to overcome the significant

magnetic torques of adjacent modules, which is illustrated in Figure 4-9, which are several

orders of magnitude more than the torque due to gravity alone. Also the Cubli is intended

to be a platform to test control algorithms, and does not attempt to interact or connect with
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other robots.

One additional class of inertially actuated robots are spherical robots. These robots are

generally fully enclosed plastic spheres which have some internal mechanism to generate

rolling or inertial forces. Some robots, including the Sphero [38], generate movement by

basically rolling an unbalanced mass inside of a sphere like a hamster wheel. There are

several other robots which use reaction wheels, and even one which uses a control moment

gyroscope. The spherical robot developed by Schroll in [53], and shown in Figure 2-7 uses

two CMG's to allow it to move over challenging terrain.

In addition to earth bound robotics, there have been several robots created and proposed

with the goal of exploring celestial bodies including asteroids. The Japan Space Agency

created the Minerva Rover [78] in 2006 which was intended to explore asteroids including.

The Hedgehog robot [31] presented in 2014 has a similar goal, and uses the same triple

flywheel configuration as the Cubli. These designs are promising for locomotion in a low

gravity environment since the use of reaction wheels allows omni-directional controlled

motion (i.e. they can't be placed 'upside down' like a wheeled rover can) and they can

be completely sealed from the dangers present in these environments including dust and

debris kicked up by their own movements.
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Chapter 3

3D Pivoting Cube Model

This chapter introduces a movement framework called the 3D Pivoting Cube Model (PCM).

This framework builds off of existing work to define a set of rules for modular robots

to reconfigure on a general cubic lattice in three dimensions. Section 3.1 introduces the

rules and assumptions of the PCM, and briefly discuss algorithmic developments and off-

lattice movements of modules. Section 3.2 provides an initial analysis of the dynamics of

modules moving on a lattice according to the PCM, assuming some practical considerations

involving the existing hardware.

3.1 3D Pivoting Cube Model Definition

The Sliding Cube Model (SCM) 2.1.1 is one of the more prevalent algorithmic frameworks

that has been developed for modeling the motions of lattice based self-reconfiguring mod-

ular robots. However it is difficult to implement this model in hardware due to the practical

challenge of implementing concave (i.e. around a corner) moves. To overcome the physi-

cal implementation issues of the sliding cube model and to utilize the favorable traits of the

3D M-Block hardware presented in Section 4, this section presents the 3D Pivoting Cube

Model (PCM). This model expands upon existing theoretical models presented in previous

works, including [4], and those covered in Section 2.1.4 to create a clear set of guidelines

for lattice locomotion of modular systems. In the PCM, cubic modules locomote by pivot-

ing about their edges, in effect rolling from one position to the next. This section is Adapted
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from the work in [49].

The PCM makes the following assumptions about the modules involved:

1. Each cubic module has a magnetic based hinge on each of its 12 edges, and there is

a radius, or chamfer, on this edge.

2. No component of the module permanently extends beyond the boundary of the cubic

module.

3. Each of the six faces holds a connector to connect to other faces.

This list of requirements leads to several notable results that are relevant to the devel-

opment of algorithms to reconfigure structures.

" While already assumed by other models [4], the modules involved in pivoting mo-

tions sweep out a volume that must not intersect other modules. Figure 3-1 (a)

demonstrates this requirement.

" Stable lattice configurations must have modules connected via their faces, not their

edges. (This is in contrast to other models [4].) Figure 3-1 (b) illustrates this require-

ment.

" Modules involved in pivoting motions must be able to slide past stationary modules

in adjacent planes. This allows modules in the different initial slices to move inde-

pendently, and is shown in Figure 3-1 (c).

" Multiple modules can move as a connected unit, but they must all share a single axis

of rotation, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Modules, or groups of modules, moving according to these rules are able to execute

a range of motions including concave transitions, convex transitions, and linear transla-

tions. The requirement that modules don't extend past the cubic module adds complexity

to the design of the modules, but simplifies the control algorithms, allowing independence

between different 'layers' of a structure. When operating on a lattice, groups of modules
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-1: This figure illustrates several of the characteristics of the PCM. Moving cubes
sweep out a volume that must be free from other cubes in order to allow motions (a). Al-
though cube edges bond to each other, due to the rounded edge geometry, any cube attached
only through edge bonds (shown in red) is not part of the regular lattice configuration (b).
Faces have no protruding elements which allows cubes to slide past each other, although in
practice friction can be significant (c).

that share the same pivot axis are able to coordinate their actuators in order to move to-

gether. Not only does this increase the stability of the motion due to longer pivots as in

Figure 3-2(a), but it also decreases planning complexity when attempting to relocate mul-

tiple modules on a lattice.

Different physical implementations of this model will have varying forces and dynamic

constraints, and some moves that are kinematically possible might be very difficult in prac-

tice. Section 3.2 begins to investigate the dynamics of this model applied to the 3D M-

Blocks hardware by introducing include mass, inertia, gravity, and magnetic forces. How-

ever this model is rudimentary and makes several significant simplifications including that

the modules are rigid bodies and that the pivot axes do not slip.

3.1.1 PCM Reconfiguration Algorithms

While the specifics of the movements allowed in the PCM differ from those of the SCM,

pivoting still allows generalized reconfiguration. Benbernou [4] presents a 2D algorithm

that reconfigures a set of pivoting 2D square tiles to transition from any initial state to al-

most any goal configuration, although this seems to allow weakly-connected tiles, which

are not allowed in the PCM. The algorithm works by sequentially rotating all modules

around the boundary of the structure in a clock-wise fashion until they form a line. Starting
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-2: Groups of modules can move as a rigid assemblies. Two-dimensional move-
ments can be extended along the pivoting axis (a). Modules can aggregate and roll as an
assembly (b). Two 3D M-Blocks with orthogonal inertial actuators can form an easily
controllable meta-module (c).

from this line, the modules can execute similar inverse motions to reach some goal con-

figuration. Recent work by Sung et al. [61] proposes expanding Benbernou's algorithm to

operate in 3D by slicing the initial configuration of modules into a set of parallel planes.

The algorithm is executed on each plane in order to condense the 3D structure into a single

plane. Then, the algorithm is applied a final time in an orthogonal plane to achieve the

canonical line configuration (from which the goal configuration can constructed). While

this algorithm does not work for all input structures (some specific sub-configurations are

not allowed) it provides the foundation for applying practical algorithms to the 3D Pivoting

Cube Model in the future.

3.1.2 Additional Locomotion Methods

Assemblies of modules are able to move together in the environment by first reconfiguring

in order to approximate a wheel or sphere, as shown in Figure 3-2(b), and then simulta-

neously applying their inertial actuators. An additional type of group movement involves

small groups forming meta-modules, as shown in Figure 3-2(c), which can more precisely

control their trajectories. The modules can be oriented such that their actuators are aligned

in orthogonal planes allowing control over additional degrees of freedom. When a dis-

joint group of modules is self-assembling, these meta-modules can serve as intermediate
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assemblies to increase the speed of the aggregation.

In particular, a disjoint set of modules can locomote over open ground to coalesce at

a centralized point and then proceed to form an arbitrary structure. In order for modular

robots to realize self-assembly and robust operation, the unit modules need to be both

self-contained and independently mobile. Although researchers have produced modular

systems in which the modules can locomote independently, these systems are limited to

laboratory environments [67, 36]. In contrast, the 3D M-Blocks are independently mobile,

and they show an ability to move through difficult environments. Although they only have

a single actuator, they can exhibit several motions including rolling, spinning in place, and

jumping over obstacles up to twice their height.

This diverse set of motion primitives enables novel motion algorithms. One method

that is used drive 3D M-Blocks towards a specific goal is to implement a bimodal behavior.

When the module's actuator is aligned with the goal location, the actuator is used to apply a

moderate amount of torque that causes controlled rotation toward the goal. When the mod-

ule is not aligned with the goal, the module is stochastically reoriented using a short pulse

of torque which causes random movement. A group of disjoint 3D M-Blocks executing

this behavior can self-assemble into a lattice structure.

3.2 Dynamics for the Pivoting Model

While the Pivoting Cube Model clarifies how the modules move kinematically, the dynam-

ics involved with pivoting motions on real hardware systems require more analysis. This

section will set up, but not attempt to solve, the differential equation of motion about the

pivot axis which can provide insight into the actuator requirements for design of a hardware

system. While this model, as illustrated in Figure 3-3 does not attempt to solve this equa-

tion as a function of time, it provides the foundation for applying these techniques in future

work. Because inertially generated torques can be considered as pure moments, the applied

torques from several connected modules can be superimposed and applied en masse about

the assembly's pivot axis. If the single module in Figure 3-3 is viewed as a generalized

set of modules moving as a rigid unit, one can construct a torque balance equation for the
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assembly, by just adding the torques together and remembering to apply the parallel axis

theorem to correctly calculate the moment of inertia about the pivot axis. This analysis

makes the following assumptions about the motion of modules:

1. The hinge is exactly at the corner of the cube (An approximation of the 3D M-Block

hardware) and is frictionless, and remains connected at all times.

2. All of the forces and torques occur only in a single plane perpendicular to the axis of

the reaction wheel, and are limited to those torques from (1) the actuator, (2) gravity,

and (3) the interaction between matching pairs of hinge magnets.

3. The module and the flywheel are rigid bodies, i.e. no flexing or deformation.

The torques and positions are illustrated in Figure 3-3, and the following are the vari-

ables used in this analysis of the system:

" 9: The angle between a rotating module and its original orientation.

* d9e : The angular acceleration of the angle 9.

" Imodule: The moment of inertia of the module, including the flywheel.

E Fk) (0): The force between the k th pair of magnets as a function of theta.

" r(k): The vector from the pivot axis to the k th magnet pair.

* rcg: The vector from the pivot point to the center of gravity of the module.

* mmodule: Mass of the module, or group of modules.

* Tia (t): The torque applied to the module's frame from the inertial actuator as a func-

tion of time.

Tia (t) - mmodule g -cos(9)| rcg - F(k) () -r(k)

d~e k M(3.1)
dt2  (Imodule + Mmodule * (rcg) 2)(
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Figure 3-3: This figure is an illustration of the various significant elements in the dynamics
of a pivoting motion as captured in Equation 3.1. When a torque (A) caused by the inertial
actuator (grey disk) about an axis (F) causes the module to pivot through an angle 6 (B)
about a different axis (D), the modules experience additional forces: downward force due
to gravity (E) and magnetic force from magnetic interactions (C).

Pivoting moves are dynamic in the sense that the motion is not directly controlled by

the robot, as in a servo or a robot arm moving, instead coming from a torque generated

inertially, therefore traditional position control loops utilized by many robots cannot be

directly applied. What Equation 3.1 essentially reduces to is that if the torque applied by

the inertial actuator can overcome the sum of the magnetic and gravitational torque, then

it will break free and begin to start rotating about the pivot axis. In order to solve for

the motion, Equation 3.1 would have to be analytically integrated, or more likely solved

numerically. However an analysis of the torque balance, or the top half of the right side of

Equation 3.1, can be useful in determining the torque required by the inertial actuator.

While not explicitly stated in the equation, 6 is a function of time. Additionally the

model ignores sliding friction which would be subtracted from the numerator of the right-

hand side (thereby resisting the torque of the actuators) which will be highly dependent

on the configuration of modules in adjacent planes. The basic message of the equation

is that one should aim to maximize the actuator torques while minimizing the mass and

inertia. While decreasing the magnetic bonding strengths would lead to lower actuator
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torque requirements, those same magnetic forces are used to maintain the magnetic hinges

and the system's structural integrity. Obtaining the correct balance between the hinge force

and the bonding force is an area that would be interesting to investigate further.

Figure 3-4 shows the balance of torques plotted for a concave corner move fighting

against gravity. In this figure, the magnetic torque is estimated from a 2nd order exponential

fit to the experimentally determined force versus distance characteristics for the particular

edge magnets used in the 3D M-Blocks. This plot shows the dominance of the magnetic

torques at the beginning of the movement, being about a factor of 20 more higher than the

gravitational torque. Once the module has rotated through an angle of about 30 degrees,

the torques from gravity and the magnets are equal, this is due to the quick drop off of

magnetic forces versus distance. The optimal design for the torque profile from the inertial

actuator would be to ramp up to a torque higher than the initial maximum torque as quickly

as possible, and then apply a lower controlled torque to efficiently rotate the module until

theta reaches the point where the torques become negative.

-Torque from Gravity
-Torque from Magnets
- Sum of Torques

0.8

0.6

1-0.4-

0.2

0

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
theta (degrees)

Figure 3-4: Graph of simulated torques experienced during motion. This graph adds the
calculated torque due to gravity (red line) with the estimated magnetic torque (red line).
It can be noticed that the magnetic torque is initially very significant, but drops quickly
with increasing angular distance, while as expected the magnetic torque is a maximum at
0 = 45 degrees. The torque from the magnets on the face where the new connection is
formed is omitted from the plot.
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Chapter 4

System Design

This chapter covers the design of various subsystems contained in each 3D M-Blocks mod-

ule. The first section introduces the functional requirements guiding the design and pro-

vides a basic time-line of development and an overview of module characteristics. The next

section, Section 4.2, covers the development of the core assembly structure of the robot,

i.e. the body which holds the inertial actuator and the electronics. Next, Section 4.3 cov-

ers the design of the inertial actuator which generates the torques required to implement

locomotion and lattice reconfigurations. The next section covers the design of the frame

structure which holds the core assembly, and provides the face connectors and magnetic

hinges necessary for lattice reconfiguration. Section 4.5 covers the design of the system

which switches the plane of the inertial actuator in order to allow motion in three mutually

orthogonal planes. Finally section 4.6 covers the design of the electrical system in each 3D

M-Block module. Additionally Appendix A includes a mechanical parts list in addition to

electrical schematics for several of the circuit boards comprising the electronics system.

4.1 M-Blocks Design Overview

The goal of designing the hardware for the 3D M-Blocks is do investigate the challenges

and evaluate potential solutions for the problem of creating modular robots which move by

pivoting through inertial actuation on a cubic lattice. The following six functional require-

ments are the goals guiding the development of the 3D M-Blocks hardware. The modules
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must:

1. Be able to generate enough inertial torque to overcome the combination of torques

due to friction, gravity and magnetic bonding both clockwise and counter-clockwise

in three mutually orthogonal planes.

2. Contain non-gendered magnetic hinges on all 12 edges of a cubic frame.

3. Be fully self-contained, including all mechanical and electrical elements, including

an energy source and wireless communication capabilities.

4. Be able to sense immediate surroundings to determine select environmental stimuli

in addition to sensing adjacent modules.

5. Be mechanically reliable and robust to repeated impacts.

6. Minimize the mass and moment of inertia of the modules, while maximizing the

inertia of the flywheel inside the inertial actuator.

Inertial Actuator

Bal

Figure 4-1: This Figure illustrates the significant design decision to move from three mutu-

ally orthogonal face-mounted flywheels, as in the Cubli [21], to a novel design including a
single large flywheel which is able to move into three discrete positions corresponding with

each of the three orthogonal planes of a cubic lattice. This design allows for maximizing
the moment of inertia of the flywheel. This tends to increase the torque from the inertial

actuator, while offering the simplicity of only a single additional rotating axis. In addition

it is possible to have significant surface area on the flywheel to minimize the pressure in

the flexible braking element of the inertial actuator.
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The design which has been prototyped to meet these requirements is called the 3D M-

Blocks, which consists of three primary mechanical assemblies: a frame (1) which holds

the core assembly (2) which in turn supports the flywheel (3) as seen in Figure 4-2.

(1) Frame

Figure 4-2: Each 3D M-Block has three primary assemblies which can be be approxi-

mated as rigid bodies for dynamics calculations including (1) The frame, (2) the core as-

sembly, and (3) the flywheel. The frame is built out of six injection molded frame pan-

els (gray) which support the core assembly (lighter gray, split in half) along the frame's

longest diagonal axis on two ball bearings (pink). The molded frame holds eight mag-

nets colored red and blue to represent their magnetic polarities for providing face to face

magnetic connection with neighbors. The central assembly holds batteries (yellow) and

circuit boards (green) as well as the flywheel (purple). The flywheel is the most important

component of the inertial actuator, but for clarity the brake assembly is not shown in the

exploded-view, however it can be seen in the bottom-left inset picture. This actuator uses a

linear motor to actuate a band brake to generate torques. The top-right inset picture shows

the core robot assembly with the main PCB side showing.

In addition, the central assembly holds the four batteries which power the module and
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several of the printed circuit board assemblies (PCBa) which control it. The two insets in

Figure 4-2 show photos of the finalized core assembly with an older version of the braking

system. The braking mechanism is omitted from the exploded view for clarity and is shown

in greater detail in Figure 4-6, and described in detail in Section 4.3.

At the center of the core assembly is a brushless DC motor integrated into a custom ma-

chined steel flywheel which, together with the custom designed band braking mechanism,

generates the torques required for all module movements and core assembly plane changes.

The entire core assembly is supported by two ball bearings on a diagonal rotational axis

which extends through two opposite corners of the cubic frame. As the inertial actuator

rotates about this diagonal axis, the flywheel aligns with each of one of the module's co-

ordinate axes at 120 degree intervals. This design provides simplicity due to the absolute

minimum of moving components, which only involve simple rotating relative motion.

Table 4.1: Comparison between the 3D M-Blocks and first generation M-Blocks on several

basic characteristics. t Pre-assembled ball bearings and assembled printed circuit boards

are counted as single parts.

M-Blocks [49] 3D M-Blocks [48]

Characteristic Length 50mm 50mm

Actuation Directions 1 6
Mass 143 g 155 g
Flywheel Moment of Inertia 5.7 E-6 kgm2  8.4 E-6 kgm2

Total Parts t 178 239
Moving parts (Excluding edge magnets) 8 10
Unique Parts 30 71
Maximum Torque 1.6 Nm 2.6 Nm

Number of PCBa's 2 11

The mechanical design has gone through several iterations, beginning with an initial

proof of concept prototype which was built in the summer of 2012 and shown in Figure 4-

3 (a). This initial design was built out of laser-cut two dimensional sheets of delrin, only

had a two-dimensional magnetic hinge system, and only worked several times before the

braking element wore down. Following this design a more polished version, Figure 4-

3 (b), was introduced as described in [49]. This version included the full 3D magnetic

hinge system, but had an actuator that could only move Clockwise in a fixed plane relative

to the frame. After this design successfully validated the concept of the inertial actuator
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and magnetic hinges, the goal changed to attempt to create a module which could move in

three mutually orthogonal planes. The first idea was to produce a module with 3 mutually

orthogonal flywheels, morphologically identical to the Cubli robot presented in [21]. The

challenge with this type of design is that by necessity, in order to fit three equally sized

flywheels, each one needs to be pushed to the edges of three faces. This dramatically limits

the potential size (and therefore inertia) of each of these flywheels. Although a three-

flywheel design with enough inertia was prototyped which used flywheels made out of

tungsten (with a density of 19.4 g/m 3), this design was abandoned due to the mechanical

complexity after several months of work. This was followed by the final 3D System in

which a single flywheel can reorient into three separate planes, as shown in Figure 4-3 (c),

and described in [48]. and in Section 4.5.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4-3: Progression of the M-Blocks module design. The first version (a) was created

in 2012, and proved that the concept of inertial actuation was worth investigating further.

The next version (b) was introduced in 2013, and included a full 3D magnetic hinge system,

but only one axis of motion. The full 3D M-Block design (c) was introduced in 2015.

While the 3D M-Blocks have more parts and more mass than their predecessors, they

are capable of producing a higher maximum torque, controlled by more robust and capable

electronics, and require less expensive components. The modules have proven to be robust,

undergoing hundreds of reconfiguration movements without degradation, and surviving

many falls of up to one meter in height. The remainder of this section will describe the

mechanical structure of the modules, the design of the inertial actuator, the operation of the

plane changing mechanism, and the details of the electronics which control the modules.
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4.2 Design of the Core Robot Assembly

The core assembly of the robot is shown in Figure 4-2 (b). This assembly is tasked with

locating and protecting the inertial actuator, the electronics, and the plane changing mecha-

nism. The primary engineering challenge for creating this structure is the conflicting goals

of making the structure as stiff and impact-resistant as possible, while being able to fit

many large components in a constrained volume, while also being able to be manufactured

at a reasonable cost. The flywheel completely dominates the design of this assembly, as it

fills up the entire center of the core assembly, and needs to be securely anchored and well

protected, as it is spinning quickly relative to components in close proximity.

The first design approach was to produce two 'clamshell' like polycarbonate injection

molded components as shown in Figure 4-4 (a). These components proved time-consuming

to design, and required modifications after ordering to make them functional to fix over-

sights in how the parts interfaced with other components. However after some time, it was

observed that the clamshell, and especially the coil side half, had developed a series of

cracks which left it inoperable. The cracks were likely caused by a confluence of several

factors; these include (1) the plastic material (polycarbonate), (2) the design of the part

(cracks often formed along knit lines, and at points where the material had experienced

post-machining), (3) the large impactive forces caused by the inertial actuator during re-

configuration and (4) by weak points introduced during the modifications made to the part

after molding.

The entire core assembly was redesigned using metal components in light of the bro-

ken plastic frames. The final design is shown in Figure 4-5. This design consists of three

components CNC milled out of 3.2 mm 7075 aluminum alloy which are bolted together

and wrapped with a thin stainless steel band which contains the belt and provides addi-

tional structural rigidity. The main challenge encountered during this design is to make it

manufacture-able and assemble-able while still fulfilling all of the functional requirements.

Using high strength aluminum allows for considerable design freedom to produce compo-

nents that are strong while still containing very thin sections. The design includes redundant

interlocking and bolted connections between the components in an attempt to make a struc-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-4: Initial design of the core housing (a) View of the design of the two clamshell
plastic injection molded components with all of the additional parts assembled. The 'coil

side' part is on the left, while the 'motor side' part is on the right. (b) View of the cracking

of plastic components observed after significant use. Many factors likely contributed to this

cracking, including the selection of plastic, specific design features of the parts, and the

high impact forces experienced during high torque braking events. This cracking prompted

a redesign of the entire core assembly to use CNC milled aluminum elements.

ture as reliable and robust as possible, in light of the many modes of vibration and impact

the frame is expected to experience. This design has proved to be superior to the plastic

injection molded design, as not a single structural element has broken across sixteen mod-

ules with hundreds of reconfiguration movements performed. Additionally, the motor has

a higher maximum speed due to enhanced thermal dissipation from the aluminum frame.

While the CNC machining operations for metal design would cost significantly more than

the injection molding, the design could be modified to use either die-cast metal or impact

resistant plastic in the future.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-5: The frame was redesigned using CNC milled metal components (a) to make it
more durable, and to better dissipate heat from the brushless motor. This design consists
of three components CNC milled out of 3.2 mm 7075 aluminum alloy plate. These compo-
nents together provide mounting locations for the electronics, motor, braking mechanism,
and hold the two primary bearings (pink rings) in (b) which allows the core assembly to
reorient to different planes. The primary design challenge in creating this assembly was the
space constraints imposed by the need for the structure to rotate inside of the frame. This
constraint effectively limits the space to be that of a sphere inside a cube which provides
only 52 % of the original volume.

4.3 Pulsed Reaction Wheel Inertial Actuator

The inertial actuator is the primary generator of movement for all 3D M-Block module

motions. The heart of the actuator is a 6 pole-pair brushless DC motor whose stator is

integrated into a CNC turned steel flywheel. Surrounding the flywheel is a mechanical

braking system which is consists of a bi-directional band brake actuated by a direct drive

solenoid driven linear motor. All of the relevant components which form the actuator are

illustrated in Figure 4-6. This actuator design varies significantly from the original work

in [49] with a focus on replacing complex actuators with simpler ones. As an example, the

actuator which moves the band brake in the 3D M-Blocks is built from a coil, two magnets,

and a simple linkage. In contrast, the original M-Blocks employed a hobby-style servo

motor which was large, contained many small gears, and was prone to failure.

To exert a torque on the 3D M-Block, the motor first accelerates the flywheel to a
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CW Brake

CCW Brake

Figure 4-6: The inertial actuator operates by quickly decelerating a spinning flywheel (pur-

ple) with a neoprene belt (dark gray) that wraps around the flywheel and which is anchored

in two arms (yellow). The belt is tightened by a linkage (green), which is supported by ball

bearings pink, and which acts as a lever to amplify the force felt at the belt (blue and (red)

arrows indicated relative motions for both CW and CCW braking actions). To activate the

brake, the coil (orange) briefly generates either a positive or negative magnetic field which

exerts a corresponding force on the two magnets (red/blue) which drives the linkage.

set speed. With the motor coasting, the module energizes the pancake-shaped coil with

roughly 280 turns of #30 AWG wire to create a magnetic field. This magnetic field exerts

forces on the magnetic circuit shown in Figure 4-7, with one of the magnets attracted

towards the center of the coil and the other repelled. The resulting force is transferred

and magnified by a ratio of roughly 1.5 to 1 by the four-bar linkage to the belt-holder

arms. The two belt-holder arms are each attached in a one-way lever configuration to their

respective elements in the four-bar linkage, thus allowing for bi-directional motion, despite

the physical constraints of the belt-arms.

The four-bar linkage is supported wherever possible by rolling element bearings in or-

der to maximize the force transfered from the solenoid to the end of the belt. The linkage's

first two pivot arms are each supported by a pair of miniature flanged ball bearings. It was

difficult to use a rolling element bearing on the the final two pivots due to the presence of

the magnetic circuit, and instead they use a combination a jewel bearing with a plastic plain
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-7: This figure illustrates the braking linkage which transfers force from the short-
stroke linear motor to the braking band. Panel (a) highlights the bearings which make up
the four bar linkage, including 4 flanged bearings supporting the front two arms, in addition
to the combination jewel (White flexural lever arm combined with a small metal sphere)
and journal bearings (provided by the arms CNC machined out of PEEK plastic. Panel
(b) shows the three relevant forces during a braking event. The orange arrow shows the
magnetic field generated by the solenoid coil. This causes a force on the far link of the
four-bar linkage in the direction of the purple arrow. This force is transfered through the
four bar linkage, and through a one-way clutch to the proper arm of the breaking band,
which pulls it in the direction of the green arrow.)

bearing. A slight preload is applied to both bearings through a plastic flexural lever arm

which pushes down on a small metal sphere, and the rotational bearing surface is provided

through the CNC machined PEEK plastic arm which form the two middle links of the link-

age, as shown in Figure 4-7(a). This design is careful to provide a balance between the

complexity of the bearing configuration and the desire to not over- constrain the linkage.

The breaking band is composed of a segment of MXL timing belt which has all but the

last two teeth cut off, which it uses to anchor each end to the yellow components shown in

Figure 4-6. Each of these yellow parts is able to rotate independently about an axis shown

as the dotted line in the Figure 4-6. They yellow arms are CNC machined out of 7075

aluminum, and are supported from the back by rigid pads built into the metal frame. This

independent motion allows either of the ends of the belt to either move inward, or to act as

an anchor for the band brake.

Once the flywheel is spinning, the 3D M-Blocks use a direct drive electromagnetic coil

actuator as shown in Figure 4-6 to activate the brake. This approach was chosen for its
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fast linear response (10 ms), adequate force (3 N), bi-directionality, low cost, robustness,

and size. The current flowing through the coil is always polarized such that the end of

the belt which is pulled causes the belt to constrict in the same direction that the motor is

spinning. As the belt comes into contact with the flywheel, the friction between the two

surfaces causes the belt to self-tighten and completely arrest the flywheel in a matter of

milliseconds.

This system represents a complete redesign from the previous iteration. The redesign

was necessary in order to fit the inertial actuator within the spherical constraint imposed

by the re-orienting feature of the overall design. As part of the redesign, the flywheel has

been made larger, thicker, and, as a result, has a higher moment of inertia which allows

for larger peak torques to be applied to the module. The flexible neoprene belt used for

braking is now 25% wider and 30% longer, which increases the surface area of braking

contact, resulting in increased stopping power with less belt wear.

4.4 Frame and Magnetic Bonding System

The 50 mm cubic frame is built from six identical injection-molded panels which snap to-

gether. Each panel contains two functional edges which contain two diametrically magne-

tized cylindrical magnets. Furthermore, each panel holds eight smaller alignment magnets

in the faces. The details of this magnetic interface configuration are described in [49]. This

magnetic interface allows neighboring modules to pivot about the cylindrical magnets in

their common edges, and to form face to face bonds.

In the 3D M-Blocks, there are 15 mm wide sections of teeth along each module's edges

(shown in black in Figure 4-2). These teeth prevent slippage as two pivoting modules rotate

relative to one another. Because the shape of the teeth does not protrude past the extents

of the frame, it does not hinder the ability of modules to pivot next to adjacent stationary

modules. Finally, each frame panel holds a face PCB which is used to interface with the

surrounding environment.

Each of the eight corners of the frame contains an aluminum corner brace. These braces

are water-jet cut from 1.25 mm 5052 aluminum sheet metal and die-formed in custom 3D
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(a) Magnet schematic (b) Actual frame

Figure 4-8: This figure shows the configuration of the magnetic hinges on each of the edges
of the module. (a) 24 diametrically magnetized neodymium permanent magnets form the
magnetic hinges. These magnets are held in a cage, and each magnet is free to spin along
its long axis as shown with the orange arrows in order to align correctly with the magnets
on the other module. (b) This shows a complete 3D M-Block frame with the core module
inside. Each face contains a circuit board, which contains sensors, in addition to RGB
LED's which can light up the corners in order to communicate with the outside world.

printed bending dies in order to rigidly connect the adjacent frame panels to each other. In

addition to adding strength to the frame, two of these corner braces provide rigid mounting

points for ball bearings which connect the central assembly to the frame. Three additional

corner braces contain specialized mating points and magnets which are a part of the plane

changing mechanism detailed in Section 4.5.

As previously described in Section 3.2 the magnet bonding system needs to provide

enough force for robust face-to-face connections as well as strong edge-to-edge bonds. To

provide this high strength in a small volume, N-52 grade rare-earth neodymium magnets

were used. The pull strength of various conditions (as measured with a custom-built testing

fixture) are shown in Figure 4-9. The pull strength of about 23N is enough to support

a chain of 16 modules hanging vertically. Additionally, the torque required to separate

two modules (in two different configurations) is shown in Figure 4-9(c). The high torque

exhibited for the module bonded with two neighboring faces is near the limit of what the

inertial actuator can overcome, therefore these moves are difficult to perform in practice.
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Figure 4-9: The force of the hinge strength drops very quickly after holding a maximum
force of around 18 newtons (a). The force between the faces in tension red, and in shear
blue are important for bonding and movement considerations (b).The torque required to
rotate a module as a function of an angle from 0 to 16 degrees (c). The torque required in
four module configuration is large enough that the current actuator has difficulty pivoting
the module.

However there are a number of relatively simple ways that this could be overcome, from

recessing the magnetic hinges further into the frame, to using an inertial actuator with

higher peak force.

(a) Panel detail (b) Corner brackets

Figure 4-10: This Figure shows several different views of the 3D M-Block module's frame.
(a) Shows a detail of the injection molded panel, The notable elements are the cages which
hold the edge magnets, and the teeth in the middle of each edge, which are formed halfway
by each of the panels. These teeth help the modules to stay aligned during reconfiguration
movements. (b) Eight sheet metal brackets anchor the eight corners of the frame, and
provide mechanical connection points for the core assembly.
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4.5 Multi-Plane Actuation Ability

The central assembly in each 3D M-Block can be thought of as a sphere rotating inside

of a cube (the frame). In order to fully constrain the two assemblies together, three points

of contact are required. Two of these points are formed by ball bearings attaching the

central assembly to the frame through an axis aligned between two opposing corners of

the frame (along the long diagonal). This diagonal axis is offset by 0.46 radians from that

of the flywheel's axis of rotation. This diagonal axis extends through two bearings placed

in brackets on opposite corners of the cubic frame. As the central actuator rotates every

third of a complete revolution about this diagonal axis, the flywheel aligns with a different

set of the module's faces. That is, if the flywheel is initially aligned with the module's

x-axis, rotating the core assembly by 27/3 radians, in one direction or another, will bring

the central actuator into alignment with the module's y or z-axis. These three possible

positions are shown in Figure 4-12.

To lock the central assembly into place, a third connection point is necessary. This

connection is formed by a retractable pin which protrudes from the central actuator. When

extended, the pin locks into with one of three matching pockets in the frame's corner braces

(see Figure 4-12). This pin is connected to a 100 mm section of FLEXINOL brand 0.25 mm

shape memory alloy (SMA) wire, which when heated retracts and pulls the pin inwards.

The SMA wire is contained within a heat-resistant, insulating PEEK plastic tube. This tube

insulates the wire from the metal structure of the central assembly, and it also allows the

wire to bend a complete 7r radians in order to fit the necessary length of wire within a the

constrained area of the core assembly. One end of the SMA wire is electrically connected

to a constant current driver on the power control circuit board. The other end of the wire is

crimped into the retractable pin, which touches the central aluminum frame, and provides

an electrical ground. A strong (425 N/m) spring provides the necessary restoring force

to extend the pin when the SMA is not being heated. As such, the SMA only consumes

current when the pin is being held in the retracted position.
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(a) Frame points (b) Retract pin (c) Apply torque

(d) Torque components (e) Rotate (f) Lock into place

Figure 4-11: Plane changing sequence diagram, illustrating the major steps involved with
transitioning between planes. There are five connection. points between the frame and the
core (a), with only 3 being used at a time. Two metal brackets (blue dashed) support ball
bearings to with three potential anchor points shown in the (red dashed) rectangles. In the
first step, shown in panel (b) the pin (red dashed box) is retracted by a shape memory alloy
wire. Now the core assembly is able to freely rotate about the two bearings (red arrows).
Next a torque is applied to the core, panel (c), as depicted by the blue curved arrow. This
torque can be decomposed into the orange and green arrows. With the torque represented
by the green arrow inducing motion about the primary axis. In panel (e) the core has rotated
to a new plane, and is caught by one of the neodymium magnets embedded in each of the
three potential connection points. Finally, in panel (f), the pin extends and securely locks
the core assembly into the new plane.

In order to switch planes, the 3D M-Block first spins-up the motor. Once the flywheel

has reached a constant speed, the pin is retracted, which allows the central assembly to spin

freely on its diagonal rotation axis. A torque is then generated by electronically braking

the motor. The component of this torque aligned with the diagonal axis causes the central

assembly to rotate and align into a new plane. Magnets, one embedded in the central

assembly, and one next to each of the pin alignment pockets in the frame, provide magnetic

detents to assist with fine alignment between the central assembly and the frame. Once
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the pin is aligned with one of the mating pockets, it is then extended to lock the central

assembly into place in the new configuration.

(a) X-axis (b) Y-axis (c) Z-axis

Figure 4-12: The 3D M-Block changes the alignment of its flywheel by rotating the central
assembly along a diagonal axis between two opposite corners of the frame (pointing out
of the page). For every 27r/3 radians of rotation along this axis, the flywheel comes into
alignment with a new axis of the frame.

During experiments with the 3D M-Blocks, the central actuator sometimes stopped

rotating about the diagonal axis at points which left the pin misaligned with the mating

pockets in the corners of the frame. To counteract this, additional repulsive magnets near

one of the bearings complement the attractive force already provided by the magnets near

the pin mating pockets. While this change greatly reduced the frequency with which the

central actuator ends up misaligned with the frame, it has also made it difficult for a module

to change the plane of its central assembly if the module is not magnetically attached to a

larger lattice, since these magnets essentially provide a higher spring potential energy well

which has to be overcome in order to reach a new plane. Without additional mass to help

immobilize the module, attempting to change the plane of the central actuator when it is

not connected to a lattice results in the entire module pivoting about one of its edges, or

just moving randomly.

4.6 Electronics System Design

The electronics system which control each 3D M-Block is divided across eight different

primary PCBs. The high level functionality is provided by a PCB based on an ESP8266

WiFi module running code written in the Arduino language. A high level overview of the
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electrical system is shown in Figure 4-13. The primary reason for the complexity of this

design is due to a change of design requirements during the multi-year long development of

the 3D M-Block modules. Due to a complicated situation with the memory on the original

board used to provide the high-level controls for the modules, and a desire to simplify

the programming of the modules, the additional ESP8266 control board was designed and

fabricated as a last minute addition. This created unnecessary complexity since the high

level board does not have direct control of the motor and actuator control circuitry. The rest

of this section discusses in detail the multiple circuit boards in each module.

wifi commands
-------- i- ~~--------- --- ---------- F--0 CFace 0OPCB

High Level (10 Expander)

Control Board

(ESP8266) Fc C

(10 Expander)

Motor and Environmental

Power Board Actuator and

(nRF51422) Control Board Neighbor
sensing

Motor BaeFace 5 PCB
Batteries Brake -Fc5C

BSAire Em coil (IO Expander)
SMA wire

Core Frame

Figure 4-13: This Figure diagrams the somewhat convoluted electronics system in each

3D M-Blocks. There are a total of 9 separate primary circuit boards, shown as rectangular

boxes, with 6 being almost identical boards located on each of the six faces of the module,

and the other three managing and controlling all the power, communications and actua-

tors. There two separate 12C communication networks (orange arrows), and one serial

connection (blue arrows). One of the difficulties with this setup is that some of the boards

were designed and built before the design was finalized, leaving an unnecessarily complex

system which has led to complicated electronic and programming problems.

4.6.1 Main Controller Board

The main controller board fits on-top of one of the two power boards, and is shown in

Figure 4-14 (b) and was added after the design of the other two boards in order to add new
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4-14: (a) Actual circuit board kyle built (b) controller circuit board (c) face circuit

boards

functionality without a complete re-design of the power and actuator management PCBs.

This board is centered around a pre-assembled ESP8266 module built by the company

Expressif. This small module (10x10mm) contains the ESP8266, which is an arduino-

programmable microcontroller in addition to dedicated WiFi radio hardware. The modules

are able to form their own WiFi mesh network in order to communicate with each other in

addition to a base station module for centralized control. This microcontroller also controls

an 12C bus which manages a MPU-6050 inertial measurement sensor in addition to a the

circuit boards on each of the six faces. There were several electrical difficulties involved

with interacting with the main actuator boards, especially considering one of the wires

which connects the frame to the core serves dual use as both a charging cable and as the

main power supply to the face boards. The details of this switching circuitry, created after

significant trial and error, can be found in the schematic labeled M-Blocks Main Board in

Appendix A.

4.6.2 External Sensing and Interaction Boards

The face PCBs, Shown in Figure 4-14 (c), are electrically connected to the central assembly

by custom slip rings formed by the bearings that support the central assembly. One bearing

is in direct electrical contact with the central assembly and provides a ground connection,

while the other is isolated and carries one of the bus lines to the face PCBs. The two addi-
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tional sliprings are implemented using a electrical spring pin contact which pushes against

a machined brass pad at the center of each of the two bearings. Experiments have shown

that the bearings present several ohms of resistance. However, the face PCBs do not require

high currents, so this is not problematic. When power is flowing into the central assembly

during the charging process, the voltage drop across the bearings can be compensated for

by an increase of the external charging voltage.

The face PCB's are designed to communicate with the main controller board through an

12C bus. This bus connects with six IOexpanders with unique hard-wired addresses on each

of the six nearly identical face boards in order to sense the environment and neighboring

modules, in addition to activating LEDs for communicating the internal state of the module

to an outsider. This 12C bus also supports an additional MPU6050 inertial measurement

unit which is mounted to face number 0. By comparing the vector of this accelerometer

with that of the accelerometer on the main controller board, the relative angle between the

core assembly and the frame can be uniquely determined.

4.6.3 Motor and Power Management Boards

The motor and power management boards consist of two PCB's connected to each other

by a high voltage (16 V) power connection and an L2C bus, and is shown in Figure 4-

14 (a). The main PCB is based on a Nordic nRF51422 (nRF) microprocessor with an

on-chip 2.4 GHz radio. The power and actuator management PCB's manage the battery

and charging system and all of the actuators, including the brushless motor, SMA driver,

and the driving of the solenoid coil used for mechanical braking. The central brushless

motor control is managed by a dedicated Allegro MicroSystems A4960 which frees the

main processor for higher-level tasks. While the A4960 handles the low-level motor con-

trol, closed-loop speed regulation requires supervision from a the nRF microcontroller. The

flywheel brushless motor is controlled in a sensor-less configuration, which limits its per-

formance at low speeds. The A4960 can apply an electronic braking torque to the motor in

order to decelerate it more slowly than the mechanical brake. This board also contains the

circuitry to manage the retractable SMA based pin used for plane changing. This circuit
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is based on a high-current LED driver and a low-side current sense amplifier. It is capable

of driving a maximum of 1.5 A through the SMA wire, but due to the relatively slow ther-

mal response of the SMA, the current is modulated on and off to achieve sufficient force

without overheating the SMA wire. When retracting the pin, an average of 1.2 A for 2 s is

required, but once retracted, the SMA draws an average of only 700 mA.

This PCB also includes charging and balancing circuitry for the four 125 mAh lithium-

polymer batteries which power each 3D M-Block. The batteries are connected in series in

order to supply sufficient voltage to drive the motor at speeds over 15,000 RPM. Charging

is enabled by connecting the 3D M-Block to a 5 V, 500 mA source (e.g. a USB port). An

on-board, current-limited boost converter controls the voltage and current delivered to the

batteries. If the nRF detects that one battery's voltage is exceeding that of the others, it

switches in an additional resistive load across that battery thereby reducing its charge rate

and keeping all batteries balanced. A battery protection IC independently monitors each

battery's voltage and current drain and disconnects all batteries if it detects a fault condition.

The main PCB also includes additional reverse-voltage, over-current, over-temperature,

and electrostatic discharge protection devices in recognition of the fact that the 3D M-

Blocks must remain robust when being deployed outside of the laboratory environment.

To complement the main PCB, there is a daughter PCB attached to the opposite side of

the central actuator. The two PCBs communicate over an 12C bus with the nRF acting as the

bus master. In addition to providing the connection point for two of the four batteries, the

daughter PCB holds the circuitry which drives current through the mechanical braking coil.

This braking circuitry is controlled by an STMicroelectronics STM32FO51 microprocessor

which is a slave on the two-wire bus. The braking circuitry is based on an op-amp which

linearizes a current-controlling PMOS device in order to provide continuous current control

from 0 to 6 A.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

This chapter presents the results of both system-level experiments and hardware charac-

terization for the 3D M-Block system. Sets of lattice experiments were performed on one

representative module, and the success rate of each movement in is shown in Table 5.1.

Additionally, the torque profile of the inertial actuator under several different input param-

eters was experimentally measured using a reaction torque sensor. Finally, several less

formal experiments involving 3D M-Blocks moving independently and as assemblies are

presented. This chapter is based on the experiments conducted in [48], and does not reflect

changes to the 3D M-Blocks hardware since that work was published.

5.1 Hardware Characterization

This section details experiments involving characterization of the hardware subsystems on

the modules. The performance of the inertial actuator (Section 4.3) as well as the plane

changing mechanism (Section 4.5) are discussed. The inertial actuator can generate torque

through electronic braking, as well as through the mechanical band brake described in 4.3,

and both are characterized and discussed.
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5.1.1 Characterizing the Inertial Actuator

In order to reconfigure the 3D M-Block about a lattice structure, a torque is required which

is powerful enough to overcome the substantial magnetic bonds attaching the module to its

neighbors, but not so powerful that the module disconnects from the structure completely.

The inertial actuator can generate torque through two methods; accelerating or decelerating

the flywheel electronically, or by application of the mechanical brake to the rotating fly-

wheel. As shown in Figure 5-2, the acceleration and the electronic braking of the flywheel

generate for a period up to 1 s maximum torques on the order of 0.03 Nm, and 0.04 Nm,

respectively. While these torques are not sufficient to perform any lattice reconfiguration

movements, they allow the module to locomote independently, and to change planes. The

application of the mechanical brake, in contrast, generates torques over a much shorter du-

ration (10-30 ms) but which approach a maximum of 2.6 Nm. This magnitude of torque

allows the modules to perform all but the most difficult lattice moves. For example, an up-

ward stair-step while connected by four faces (bottom, front, left, and right) is not currently

possible.

Figure 5-1: This figure illustrates the experimental setup used to characterize the inertial
actuator. The module (a) is connected to a FUTEK TFF500 reaction torque sensor (b), and
is digitized by an NI DAQ (c) at a sample rate of 10 kHz.

The mechanical brake generates torque through a self-tightening band brake as de-

scribed in Section 4.3. The torques generated by the mechanical brake display inherent
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Figure 5-2: This graph shows the torques generated by the inertial actuator through ac-

celeration and electronic braking, without any use of the mechanical brake. Braking is

accomplished by essentially shorting the motor wires together using the built in functional-

ity of the motor control IC. These torques are sufficient to move a single module across the

ground in an unstructured environment. Additionally, these torques are sufficient to cause

the central assembly to change planes when the locking pin is retracted.

variability due to manufacturing tolerances of the components amplified by the non-linear

nature of many of their interactions. The module does not have closed loop control of

the output torque from the actuator, and is run in an open loop configuration. There are

three separate selectable parameters which govern the braking event; the flywheel rota-

tional speed (up to 16000 RPM); the current supplied to the brake (up to 6 A); and brake

actuation time (up to 250 ms). A characterization of the torque generated with the mechan-

ical brake under several different control inputs combinations using a load-cell based Futek

TFF500 torque sensor as shown in Figure 5-1 sampling at 10 kHz is shown in Figure 5-3.

Although a more detailed exploration of the mapping between all of the inputs and the re-

sulting torque would be valuable, sufficient input parameters for most lattice movements

have been determined through trial and error. Since the values for lattice reconfigurations

were experimentally determined, the repeatability of an output given the same input is im-

portant for consistent system performance. A qualitative sense of the repeatability of the

actuator can be seen in Figure 5-3. While Figure 5-3 only shows data from a single cube,
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there is additional variability between the actuators of different modules. This variability

could be mitigated through more consistent manufacturing and potentially a simpler design

of the braking assembly which decelerates the flywheel.
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Figure 5-3: This graph shows the torque generated by the inertial actuator for different
input parameters measured at a rate of 10kHz. The bold line represent the mean values

of the torque. The 14000 RPM experiment actuated the brake with 4000 mA current for
250 ms, while the 9000 RPM, and 5000 RPM experiments actuated the brake for 2000 mA
for 250 ms.

5.1.2 Plane Changing

The plane changing process is under-actuated, (see Section 4.5), and it behaves in a some-

what stochastic way. In order to change planes, a torque is applied using the electronic

brake while the locking pin is retracted. This torque causes the core assembly to begin

to rotate about its axis of rotation, until it finally stabilizes. After the central core has

started to rotate, the two IMU's are sampled, and the main processor calculates whether the

intended orientation is as desired. In the case that it does not achieve the correct orienta-

tion, the module continues trying to change planes until the correct orientation is achieved.

Ten experiments were performed in which the commanded plane was cycled through the

three possible orientations. The module was able to correctly align its orientation in all
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ten attempts, with an average time to do so of 21.7 s, with a standard deviation of 17 s.

Currently the ability to change planes works optimally while the module is attached to a

lattice structure, although it is still possible while the module is independent.

5.2 System Level Characterization

This section presents experiments testing lattice reconfigurations as well as initial tests of

more challenging maneuvers. The lattice experiments are reproduced from [48] in 2015,

and may not reflect more recent changes to the 3D M-Blocks hardware.

5.2.1 Lattice Reconfiguration Experiments

The primary goal of the 3D M-Blocks is to provide robust lattice reconfiguration. Ta-

ble 5.1 demonstrates the results of a range of different attempted motions. The values of

the feed-forward braking parameters for each movement were found through trial and er-

ror. A motion is considered a success if after three attempts it can successfully move to

its desired lattice position without exhausting its battery or disconnecting from the regular

lattice structure. There are many factors which are important to movements that seem to

vary randomly, including many which are difficult to measure, including the exact force in

each bond, as well as the precise torque profile from the specific actuator involved. These

vary on a module-by-module basis and with the exact system configuration, and future at-

tempts to allow self-calibration for each module might help to improve the reliability of

these moves.

A series of nine representative lattice reconfiguration experiments with a single module

were performed as shown in Table 5.1. Each reconfiguration movement was tested at least

twenty times, and the overall success rate for all of the motions combined is over 88%. The

success rate has increased for every movement as compared to the corresponding experi-

ments in [49], except for the horizontal traverse, and the horizontal concave motions; see

Table 5.1. The success rates of these motions was lower, which can be attributed to the

higher module weight, and interference with the edge teeth while performing rotations of

7c radians. Additionally, the modules are now able to perform the stair step motion which
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requires more torque than the previous 3D M-Blocks were able to provide. However there

is anecdotally significant variability in the ability to perform this move between differ-

ent modules, as it requires close to the maximum torque which each module can provide.

Since the pivoting motion exerts significant forces and torques on the entire lattice struc-

ture, some of these motions will not perform as tested under differing lattice configurations.

For example, if the lattice contains only a few modules, it may be too weak to maintain its

structural integrity during some transitions, or it may not be massive enough to serve as an

immobile substrate on which individual modules move. Generic 3D lattice reconfiguration

will be possible in a system containing many 3D M-Blocks, as long as the motion planner

is capable of recovering from occasional movement failures, and optimizing for a sequence

of moves which have the highest reliability.

Table 5.1: Experimental results for controlled tests of various motion primitives are shown.

These tests were performed on the hardware presented in [48]. Some of the move reliability
performance has decreased on the more difficult moves such as the stair step, the Vertical

Traverse, and the Vertical Convex, likely due to the additional weight that the modules have
picked up due to extensive circuit board changes. (a) Traverse, (b) Horizontal Traverse, (c)

Vertical Traverse, (d) Horizontal Convex, (e) Vertical Convex, (f) Horizontal Concave, (g)
Vertical Concave, (h) Corner Climb, (i) Stair Step.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Attempt 41 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Success 100% 70% 80% 95% 100% 55% 90% 100% 95%

5.2.2 Additional Experiments

In addition to the individual module lattice reconfiguration moves presented in Table 5.1,

several additional movement capabilities have been tested in a less rigorous manner. The

3D M-Blocks are able to move independently using several motion primitives. While mov-

ing independently of a lattice (e.g. on the ground), 3D M-Block modules are able to move

forward or backwards along the actuator plane in steps ranging from a single controlled roll

about an edge (50 mm), to a more stochastic single movement of up to 1.5 m at full actuator
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power. Additionally, when the inertial actuator is oriented parallel to the ground plane and

the motor is quickly accelerated for 1 s, the modules perform a random walk by rolling

about their corners, and travel a distance of approximately 0.5 m along a random heading

while coming to rest in a random orientation. Using these movements, the 3D M-Blocks

should be able to disperse, thoroughly explore an environment, and then re-combine into a

single structure.

r.4

(a) (b)

Figure 5-4: Additional lattice experiments (a) double roll (b) two 3D M-Block modules

performing a corner climb move sharing the same pivot axis. The double roll experiment

was attempted many times, and was rarely successful. The reason for this low success rate

is that there is not currently a mechanism to synchronize the time of the braking events

between the two modules.

Multiple 3D M-Blocks are able to perform lattice reconfiguration movements in paral-

lel as a meta-module. Several proof of concept experiments with two modules executing a

coordinated traverse have been performed, as seen in Figure 5-4. It was even possible to

perform a double roll, with the modules acting in a similar manner to a double inverted pen-

dulum, Figure 5-4(a). However this was very rarely achieved over many attempts. In order

to reliably perform coordinated movements, some method of consistently synchronizing

the timing between modules will need to be developed.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Work

This thesis presents work on a new modular self-reconfigurable robotic system, the 3D M-

Blocks, which uses a custom designed inertial actuator to reconfigure modules on a cubic

lattice through pivoting motions. Over the course of working on this system, many dif-

ficulties involved with creating MSRR systems have become apparent. There are many

fundamental issues with the design of the current system, and with systems based on dy-

namic pivoting motions in general. These issues and limitations in addition to some specific

lessons learned and future work ideas are addressed in this chapter.

6.1 Challenges and Limitations

Although the 3D M-Blocks have contributed several innovations to the field of MSRR,

the system must overcome many serious challenges before it will ever be practical. There

are many problems with the current hardware, some of them stemming from design de-

cisions made early in the development process. These are covered in more detail in the

next section, but they include electrical system complexity and the wide variance in the

performance of the inertial actuator and magnetic system from module to module. Ad-

ditionally there are important practical challenges that have been omitted from this proof

of concept system. These include the lack of any mechanism to rigidly connect modules

together beyond permanent magnets, and the lack of any electrical power sharing system.

Adding these systems might prove to be more difficult than initially imagined. Besides the
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difficulty of physically fitting these additional systems in with all of the existing hardware,

in light of the dynamic constraints discussed in Section 3.2, as the modules become heavier

all reconfiguration motions become more difficult.

The development and implementation of algorithms to guide reconfiguration also present

many challenges. Although algorithms have been proposed for reconfiguring 3D M-Block

modules according to Pivoting Cube Model [61], these algorithms have not yet been imple-

mented on the actual 3D M-Block hardware. Additionally these algorithms do not factor

in any of the practical considerations involving dynamics of the pivoting motions, or the

stability of the larger lattice structure. The inter-module bonds in a structure must be able

to withstand the impulsive forces experienced during reconfiguration, which may often ex-

ceed the static bonding forces. Consequently, a planner which accounts for the impulses

experienced during reconfiguration may prove necessary. The most feasible path to devel-

oping an algorithm that can work on the actual hardware would involve determining which

moves in which circumstances are the most likely to succeed, and then prioritizing those

moves when generating a motion plan. However it is unknown if the constraints provided

by actual physical hardware systems will be too limiting in order to generate useful general

reconfiguration algorithmic.

The entire idea of modules moving through pivoting also potentially has certain serious

challenges. While the use of magnetic hinges dramatically simplifies the mechanical design

of the modules, it could prove dangerous in practical use as modules could fly off of the

structure and cause damage. Additionally the current system and movement framework

has no method of actually manipulating the world, as many of the other MSRR systems,

especially those that are based on kinematic chains, are able to. While one could imagine a

heterogeneous system (i.e. one with many different types of modules) which could combine

pivoting with more traditional rotating joints, developing algorithms for such a system

would be very challenging. Despite all of these challenges, hopefully this work will be

able to provide the foundation for a lattice-based modular robotic system which is robust,

simple to use, and capable enough to work in the real world.
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6.2 Lessons Learned

While working, and sometimes struggling, on this project for the last 5 years, I have learned

many important lessons. It is my strong belief that the more times one is forced to face the

consequences of one's mistakes, the more deeply one learns the underlying lesson. This

project has given me many of these types of lessons. Designing and actually manufacturing

just a single prototype of a complex electro-mechanical system is difficult enough on its

own. However I have learned that building and creating sixteen copies of the same device

is a significantly more challenging problem to solve. Everything that can possibly go wrong

with the initial design is painfully revealed repeatedly as each new device is built. Since

there are so many different components in different stages of being built and manufactured,

it is difficult to redesign anything without redesigning everything. I now have more respect

for any industry that actually mass produces complex systems of any kind.

The following list includes some of the lessons that I have learned while working on

this project:

1. Tolerances are important. There was an attempt to be too greedy in the design by

attempting to maximize the size of the core of the module relative to the frame. Due

to manufacturing and assembly tolerances, the core often collided with parts of the

frame, which required a tedious manual filing process to fix. A difference of around

a quarter of a millimeter could have solved a large set of problems involving plane

changing.

2. Electrical connectors are challenging, and should not be a design afterthought. Many

of the reliability issues with this system involve the points where electrical wires con-

nect from one element to another, such as battery connectors which come loose and

don't solder correctly and slip-rings which cause random disconnects and resetting

and shorts in the electrical systems.

3. Kludging together systems will often take more time in the long run that going back

and redoing everything the correct way. This is especially true with electronic cir-

cuits. A quick look at Figure 4-13 illustrates an example of this problem in action.
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There is actually one point where there is a stack of three separate PCB's in one large

sandwich because some parts of the design kept changing.

4. Reliability should be the number one design goal when building systems with many

repeated elements. As a thought experiment, there are approximated 250 unique parts

in each 3D M-Block, giving a total of 4000 total parts for the system of 16 modules.

If the chance of a specific component breaking is even I in 1000 in an hour, one of

the modules will break every 15 minutes!

6.3 Future Work

The long term goal remains to create a system which can actually built useful structures

in the real world. However the path getting to this point is unclear. In the more imme-

diate term, there are improvements which can be made to the current modules along two

lines, developing simpler electronics, and developing a more reliable and capable inertial

actuator.

Figure 6-1: The future vision of this work is to create and build modular systems which

include heterogeneous collections of modules, with different modules accomplishing spe-

cialized tasks. In this example modules which function as servos combine with 3D M-

Blocks to explore an unknown environment. The goal is to create a robust and simple set

of specifications in order to allow different groups of modular robots to work together in an

open-source manner. Creating such a standard has proven challenging in the MSRR field

to date, but is the primary motivation for future work.
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While the inertial actuator described in Section 4.3 works to some degree, it is not

very reliable, takes up significant physical volume, and has too many complicated (and

expensive CNC machined) moving parts and linkages. The reason why this actuator was

designed this way is that there was a perceived need for a large force to pull the end of the

band which brakes the flywheel. Because of the design goal for this actuator to be able

to generate large forces, the actual element which generates the force, the electromagnetic

coil, was placed relatively far from where the force ultimately is applied to the band. The

mechanism required to bridge this distance involves the use of no less than 6 sealed ball

bearings, 4 sliding bearings, 8 small custom CNC machined aluminum components, and

lots of tedious manual assembly. However because the actual braking events only last on

the order of 10 to 20 milli-seconds, it should be possible to dramatically shrink the size of

the braking coil, and place it directly adjacent to the ends of the belt. In addition to making

the design far simpler, this change could also dramatically increase the consistency of the

mechanical brake, as there would be a more direct chain of force transmission elements

involved in actuating the brake.

(a) (b)

Figure 6-2: One potential research direction would be to attempt to apply the principles

learned in developing the 3D M-Blocks to a system which is more suitable for space appli-

cations. These renderings show what an M-Block inspired reconfigurable space telescope

might look like.

One additional promising area of research is in creating reconfigurable structures for

space. Much of the existing modular robotics research has focused on space at least as a
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long term motivating goal. Several systems, most notably the work developing a reaction

wheel powered modular satellite [56], have attempted to address some of the many engi-

neering constraints inherent in robotics deployed in space. Figure 6-2 shows what such a

system might look like. Although creating systems that work in space presents many sig-

nificant challenges, the removal of the constraints of gravity would be very beneficial for

any MSRR system. Not being constrained by gravity might allow for additional connec-

tion mechanisms, in addition to electro-magnetic systems to assist with reconfiguration,

as proposed in [44]. One potential implementation of this idea using electro magnets is

illustrated by the arrows between the two modules in Figure 6-2, and this could increase

reconfiguration reliability significantly.

One of the other areas where the 3D M-Blocks lack development is in the connection

mechanism between modules. In order to form practical structures, stronger connections

with other modules and the ability to have modules which can assemble passive lattice ele-

ments would be very beneficial. Creating a reliable, effective and compact connector is one

of the largest unsolved problems in the MSRR field, although there are many potentially

interesting avenues to explore in order to develop such a connector. Hopefully the contin-

uation of this work will create a practical MSRR system which, while not as functional as

the robots in Hollywood movies, begins to accomplish useful tasks in the real world or in

space.
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Appendix A

Design Documents

This includes schematics for all of the circuit boards in the 3D M-Blocks modules. The first

two boards (Arduino controller, and face board) were designed by John Romanishin, while

the second two boards (Main board, and Daughter board) were designed by Kyle Gilpin

and are included here for completeness.

There is also a partial parts listing for the mechanical components in each 3D M-Block

module. The costs in the section are gross estimates and do not account for the significant

tooling costs involved with actually ordering these parts. All but two of the non Commercial

Off the Shelf (COTS) mechanical components were manufactured at MIT in the CSAIL

Machine shop.
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Technical Details Source
Cost /

# Module

Frame Assembly
1 Main frame panel with integrated edge gears
2 Edge diametric neodymiumrn agnet
3 Face alignment magnets
4 Flathead screws for corner brackets

5 Metal corner bracket -Standard
6 Metal corner bracket - coil side
7 Metal corner bracket - main side
8 Brass springpin for slipring
9 Misc. wires to connect things in the frame

10 Custom waterjet press in nut
Neodymium magnet for plane changing

11 attraction
12 Plastic insert to locate three planes

13 Bearings to support core diagonal primary axis
14 Face printed circuit boards with components

Flywheel Assembly
15 Flywheel
16 Motor central shaft
17 Magnets for motor rotor
18 Magnetic seperator component

Core Assembly

19 Core machined backbone

20 Aluminum machined side - motor side

21 Aluminum machined side - coil side
22 Motor stator

23 Main power and motor circuit board

24 Coil circuit board
25 Misc. electrical wires

26 Custom copper solenoid coil
27 Screws to connect stator
28 Ground to SMA electrical springpin
29 Main batteries
30 SMA bolt to main board nut
31 Motor bearings
32 Flanged 3/32x3/16x3/32 Bearings
33 Brass pinholder and integrated linear bearing
34 Magnet to attract to frame
35 Brass threaded insert for SMA wire
36 Bolt to clamp SMA wire to contact 
37 Machined brass pad to contact Pin.
38 Machined spacer to insulate brass pad
39 Spring pin contact for coil and motor side

PEI Resin
0.125" x 0.395"
0. 1" x 0.0625"
2-56 x 0.1875"
0.05" 5052
Aluminum

0.0625" Magne

0.125x0. 125"
PEEK
0.25" x 0.375" x
0.125"
0.02" FR4

12L14 Carbon
3mm Diameter
0.1875" x 0.125
ABS

7075 Aluminum

,7075 Aluminum

7075 Aluminum

0.0625" FR4
6 layers
0. 0625" FR4

29 Gauge wire -
300 turns
2-56 socket cap

12 5 mAh Lipo_
2-56" brass nut
3x7x3mm
3/32 x 3/16 x 3/32
Brass
0.125" x 0. 125"
2-56
2-56 Socket cap
Brass
PEEK

40 Plastic machined holder for coil side spring pin PEEK

Injection Moulding
COTS
COTS
COTS

Custom sheet metal
Custom sheet metal
Custom sheet metal
COTS
COTS

sium Waterjet

COTS
CNC Mill

COTS
PCBa

Steel CNC Turned
COTS
COTS
3D Printed

CNC Milling
7 Fixturings
CNC Milling
3 Fixturings
CNC Milling
4 Fixturings,
COTS

PCBa

PCBa
COTS

Custom-wound coil
COTS
COTS
COTS
COTS
COTS
COTS
CNC Mi I ing
COTS
COTS
COTS
CNC Milling
CNC Milling
COTS
CNC Milling

6
24
48
24

5
2

21

24

3
3

2
6

1
14

1

$16
$14

$5
$3

$10
$10

$1
$0.1
$0.1

$2

$1
$3

$2
$100

$30
$2
$5
$1

1 $10

$41I

1
1I

$4
$10

1 $80

2

3

1

1*
2
6.
1

12

2

$40
$0.25

$10
$2
$1
$5
$1
$0
$6
$5

$0.25
$0.25
$0.25

$2
$2
$3
$1.

Part Name



41 Wrap around sheet metal cage Spring steel
42 Bolts to hold in wrap around cage

Machined insulator for coil side primary
43 bearing PEEK
44 Pad for electrical slip ring contact - coil side Brass,

3/32" 7075
45 Bearing post for braking mechanism Aluminum
46 Shaft spacer for bearing post # 1 0.005" Thick
47 Shaft spacer for bearing post # 2 0.02" Thick
48 Small flathead hold to hold bearing post_ 0-80
49 Small screw to cap the bearing post 0-80

SMA Assembly
50 SMA plastic tube ,PEEK
51 Dowel pin to engage SMA to metal Pin 0.0625"
52 4" SMA wire 0.01" Diameter
53 Metal extending pin O_125'' x 0.375"
54 SMA return spring

Mechanical Brake Assembly
55 Belt holder left
56 Belt holder right
57_Belt holder tiny insert component
58 Belt Holder Aluminum Part
59 Aluminum Dowel Pin for one way clutch
60 Timing belt (primary braking contact element)
61 Steel flux redirector
62 Belt Holder to magnet - left side
63 Belt Holder to magnet - right side
64 Brake primary permanant magnets
65 Steel spheres for jewel bearing
66 Plastic flexural spring for jewel bearing
67 Magnetic keeper for brake magnetic circuit

68 Small element to space the brake magnets
69 Bolt to hold spacer to magnetic keeper

7(
4---

)75 Aluminum

0.0625" x 0.25"
MXL - 0.375" wide
0.0625" Steel

7/16" x 0. 125" N52
0.0625"
PEEK
0.0625" Steel
0.03" 6061
Aluminum
0-80

Waterjet
COTS

CNC Milling
Waterjet

Machined - Lathe
COTS
COTS
COTS
COTS

COTS
COTS
COTS

1Machined Lathe
COTS

CNC Mill
CNC Mill
CNC Mill
CNC Mill
COTS
COTS++
Waterjet
CNC Mill
CNC Mill
COTS
COTS
CNC Mill
Waterget

Waterjet
COTS

Marginal
Cube Cost

Total (No startup
Parts fees)

239 $425.317

2
2
2
2
2

$5
$1
$1

$0.25
$0.5

$0.25
$0.25

$0.5
$2
$1

$1
$1
$1
$4

$0.25
$3

$0.5
$3
$3
$2

$0.01
$2

$0.25

$0.3
$0.1

2
2
2

2

M




